5 things you should know about
computing outside your data center

With the dramatic increase in data generated by mobile devices and
connected machines, centralized data centers and public clouds are too
far removed from where the action takes place. To get the real-time
insights you need, here are the five things you should know about
computing outside your data center.
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IDC estimates that nearly half of the servers in use today are
located outside the data center.*
*“Server Workloads: 2014 Models,” IDC, June 2014.

1. The cloud is great,
Many cloud advocates are declaring
that soon everything will be stored
in the cloud. But while the cloud will
surely be a means of IT innovation,
there’s a problem: bandwidth.

2. But every second
counts.
People’s phones and tablets—not to
mention connected sensors and smart
appliances—are creating more data
than ever. But translating this data into
action means that you need to analyze
it on the spot. You need computing
power right there in your stores,
schools, businesses, and hospitals
(to name just a few examples).

3. In a “smart” world,
Retailers can differentiate
themselves by customizing
the shopping experience while
customers are still in the store.
Cities can respond to data from
sensors and use smart screens
to communicate with citizens
in emergencies. Connected
manufacturing facilities can
use real-time data to reduce
manufacturing time, inventories,
and supply-chain costs.

4. So look to the “fog”
Whereas the cloud holds data “up
there”—distant and remote—the fog holds
data locally. It’s what makes real-time
insights and action a local concept. But
because each locale is fully connected
to the much larger whole, you can
manage everything as a single system.

By 2018, 40 percent of the data created by the Internet of Things (IoT)
will be stored, processed, analyzed, and acted upon close to, or at the
edge of, the network.
— “IDC Futurescape: Worldwide Internet of Things 2015 Predictions,” IDC, Dec. 2014.

5. For the solution.
You need a platform small enough
that you can put it nearly anywhere,
but powerful enough that it can
scale for real-time analytics. It
needs to stand on its own while
also integrating with the whole.
And in a perfect world, it should
use all the same management and
automation tools as the rest of your
computing platform.
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5 ways to get more from your cloud

As the world becomes increasingly dependent on technology, businesses
need IT environments that can quickly adapt and deliver new services,
and their expectations are growing. Adopting cloud services will help you
fuel business growth and innovation—helping ensure that you maintain
your technological and competitive advantage.
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When considering their primary cloud platform, most enterprises
(46 percent) and small and medium-sized businesses (41 percent)
prefer an internal private cloud—one that they own and manage.
— “Business Technographics Global Infrastructure Survey,” Forrester, Q3, 2014

1. Develop a strategy.
You must first gain full visibility over
your organization’s adoption of cloud
services, associated costs, and risks
before you can build a plan based on
your organizational objectives. Your plan
should be comprehensive and able
to deliver a broad cloud strategy that
promotes innovation while increasing
operational efficiency.

2. Choose a private cloud
consumption model.
You should integrate automation into your
IT environment at a pace that’s comfortable
for you. Cisco offers flexible private cloud
management capabilities and consumption
models to match your financial, organizational,
and data privacy needs, helping your
IT department remain competitive and
accelerate the delivery of business services.

3. Complement your IT
environment with public
cloud services.
Use of ready-to-consume public cloud
services (infrastructure, platform, and
software as a service [IaaS, PaaS, and
SaaS]) with a distributed architecture
can vastly improve the agility of your
IT department. With our broad partner
ecosystem, you can add public cloud
services when business demands it,
without being slowed down, locked in,
or limited.

37 percent of organizations are currently using or have firm plans to
consume public cloud services.
— “CloudView Survey,” IDC, 2014.

4. Expand to hybrid cloud.
Find the right balance. Combine the control,
security, and performance of private clouds
with the scale, economics, and speed that
public clouds can offer. Cisco Intercloud
Fabric helps you build a hybrid cloud that’s
open and highly secure and that operates as
one unified environment—with you in control.

55 percent of the organizations surveyed have plans to adopt hybrid
clouds during the next two years.
— “Cloud Segmentation Global Study,” Cisco, Aug. 2014.

5. Simplify service delivery.
Import from a global cloud marketplace the
cloud services that you need for your onpremises IT environment. Act progressively
as a broker of IT services by integrating,
aggregating, and customizing the delivery of
IT and business services to meet the needs
of your business. Cisco Cloud Consulting
Services along with the services of our
partners can guide your cloud journey.
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5 ways integrated infrastructure is at
the center of Fast IT

As new technologies emerge—cloud, mobility, big data, etc.—so do
business opportunities. But your IT infrastructure isn’t always so agile and
adept. For your organization to stay relevant, IT must deliver value faster
and deliver free resources to invest in innovation.
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Integrated infrastructure helps organizations deploy and scale
applications more quickly so you can accelerate operations while
reducing risk and TCO.

1. Fast IT
Companies need to operate efficiently to
capitalize on business opportunities. To
meet these needs, IT must become both a
source and facilitator of disruptive innovation,
pivoting with the company as it changes
business models and responds to dynamic
demands. Being successful requires a new
model, which Cisco calls Fast IT.

2. Lower TCO
Operations—people, management,
software, and facilities—are the
largest cost in your data center
and probably always will be. Using
Cisco Unified Computing System
(Cisco UCS) Integrated Infrastructure
solutions can help you get more
work done with the same number
of (or fewer) resources.

“76 percent of chief information officers report difficulty staying on
schedule and within budget due to the complexity of traditional IT
infrastructure deployment.”
— IDG research study, Delphix

3. Integrated infrastructure
management
Perhaps you’ve noticed that a traditional
management approach makes your IT
environment difficult to use and scale. You’ll
find that until you stop treating management
as an afterthought and start working under a
unified management approach, you will
continue to have incomplete solutions.

4. Reduced risk with
proven solutions
If you don’t deploy your infrastructure right
the first time, the result will be deployment
delays, service disruptions, reduced ROI,
and missed opportunities. Cisco Validated
Designs reduce risk and guesswork by
giving your architects and administrators a
guidebook for implementing solutions.

“Using Cisco FlexPod as the basis of our standard virtualized environment,
we’re consolidating and simplifying rather than continually creating a more
complex architecture, which always requires more staff and more costs.”
— Bob Micielli, enterprise technical services manager, King County, Washington

5. More choice and flexibility
When you deploy integrated infrastructure, it’s
crucial that you have access to the resources
you need—and assurance that the technologies
are tested, certified, and supported. Cisco has
established a large partner ecosystem to deliver
optimized solutions that integrate transparently
into your data center.
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